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ABSTRACT

Exponential increase in the demand for high-quality user-generated content (UGC) videos and limited band-
width pose great challenges for hosting platforms in practice. How to optimize the compression of UGC videos
efficiently becomes critical. As the ultimate receiver is human visual system, there is a growing consensus that
the optimization of the video coding and processing shall be fully driven by the perceptual quality, so traditional
rate control-based methods may not be optimal. In this paper, a novel perceptual model on compressed UGC
video quality is proposed by exploiting characteristics extracted from only source video. In the proposed method,
content-aware features and quality-aware features are explored to estimate quality curves against quantization
parameter (QP) variations. Specifically, content revelant deep semantic features from pre-trained image classifi-
cation neural networks and quality revelant handcrafted features from various objective video quality assessment
(VQA) models are utilized. Finally, a machine-learning approach is proposed to predict the quality of compressed
videos of different QP values. Hence, the quality curves can be driven, by estimating the QP for given target
quality, a quality-centered compression paradigm can be built. Based on experimental results, the proposed
method can accurately model quality curves for various UGC videos and control compression quality well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, driven by the proliferation of video data and capture devices, user-generated content (UGC)
and related services have grown exponentially. Comparing to professionally-generated content (PGC) videos, the
lack of proper shooting skills and professional video capture equipment lead to intermixed in-capture distortions
in these UGC videos, and the use of various filters and special effects further increase their diversity. Huge
volumes of UGC videos are uploaded to sharing platforms such as YouTube and TikTok, these videos are further
compressed according the requirements of the platforms. Massive UGC videos and growing demand for high
quality-of-experience (QoE) pose great challenges to video compression and transmission. The optimization of
compression strategy for UGC videos is critical to allow better user experience at lower cost for platforms.

In common video coding standards such as Advanced Video Coding (AVC),1 High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) 2 and Versatile Video Coding (VVC),3 rate control model is adopted to limit the encoding bitrates
and indirectly adjust the quality level of compressed videos. However, the ultimate receiver of videos is the
human visual system (HVS) and it is difficult to equate bitrate to the visual quality as video content influences
quality-bitrate behaviors in different ways. In practice, perceptual quality oriented video compression is more
desired in many video applications than bitrate oriented compression. As such, efficient perceptual video qual-
ity modeling is meaningful to shift the traditional bitrate centralized video compression paradigm to quality
centralized paradigm.

Lots of objective video quality assessment (VQA) models have been proposed to predict the subjective quality
from existing datasets. These objective models can be divided into two categories: reference models and no-
reference (NR) models. Reference methods aim to measure the quality degradation between distorted video
and its reference by signal or feature level comparisons, and pristine reference video is required. Since reference
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information is not accessible in many scenarios, NR-VQA is a more natural and appropriate way and NR models
directly predict the visual quality of distorted videos without relying on reference videos. The reference methods
are not suitable for UGC compression scenarios due to the various distortions contained in UGC videos, that
is, the reference video is non-pristine. Although NR methods can be adopted, it can not be directly adopted
to guide the compression. Specifically, to find a compressed version with target quality requirements, encoding,
decoding, and quality assessment processes need to be repeated many times, which greatly increases the time
and computing resources requirements.

To tackle the aforementioned issues, we propose a machine learning-based framework to predict the quality
of multiple compressed versions with different quantization parameters (QPs) settings for each UGC video.
By selecting the appropriate QP for quality requirements according the predicted quality curve, the proposed
method shifts the traditional bitrate controlled compression method to perceptual quality controlled compression.
Firstly, we extract handcrafted features from existing NR VQA models, these model are designed based on a
variety of perspectives and these quality-aware features represent statistics of the signal in different perceptual
domains. Secondly, high-level semantic features from pre-trained image classification networks are extracted, as
the perceived quality of humans is also related to video content, these content-aware features are also helpful.
Finally, support vector regressors (SVRs) are adopted to utilize these features and learn the feature-to-quality
mappings. The proposed method is validated on a large-scale compressed UGC dataset. It is demonstrated
that our method can model the quality-QP curves well. Furthermore, given a target quality, QP values can be
estimated for each content, yielding compressed UGC videos with similar quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the related work about video quality models.
The proposed method is presented Sec. 3. Experiment results are shown in Sec. 4. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Sec. 5.

2. RELATED WORK

There are several popular UGC VQA datasets that benefit the video quality community. KoNViD-1k4 contains
1200 video sequences fairly sampled from a large public video dataset according blur, colorfulness, contrast,
spatial information, temporal information and video quality. LIVE-VQA5 containing 585 videos of unique
content captured by a large number of users and YouTube-UGC6 contains 1500 20-second video clips sampled
from millions of YouTube videos, covering 15 categories and various resolutions. These earlier researches devoted
efforts on the development of UGC VQA datasets that benefit the video quality research on these authentic videos.
With these pioneering works, UGC compression has received more and more research interest recently7–9 as the
VQA for compressed UGC videos is more in line with the actual needs of sharing platforms. In these works,
compressed UGC video datasets which contains source UGC videos as well as their compressed versions are built,
and different objective models are proposed to predict the quality of compressed UGC videos.

Many objective NR QA models have been proposed to predict the quality of distortion-unaware videos, and
natural scene statistics (NSS) is widely used among these models. The most well-known models are NIQE10

and BRISQUE,11 they are developed based on NSS in spatial pixel domain. By taking temporal statistics
into consideration, these IQA models can be further extended to VQA models such as VBLIINDS.12 GM-LOG13

utilizes the joint statistics of the gradient magnitude and Laplacian of Gaussian responses. FRIQUEE14 proposes
to use a bag of NSS features drawn from different color domains and transform domains. TLVQM15 extracts
a set of distortion-relevant features for quality predicting, specifically, low complexity features are extracted for
every second frame, and representative frames are selected and high complexity features are extracted from these
frames. CNN-TLVQM16 and VSFA17 leverage deep convolutional neural network (CNN) pre-trained on image
classification tasks to compute deep features of frames.

The above VQA models mainly focus on MOS based VQA by providing objective scores for given videos,
but they cannot directly guide the compression process. To address this limitation, Huang et al.18 propose to
predict the QP value of the perceptually lossless boundary, that is, the first just-noticeable-difference (JND)
points, using spatial contrast information, temporal sensitive information and saliency information. Wang et
al.19,20 propose a machine learning framework to predict satisfied-user-ratio (SUR) curves, hence QP values of
JND points can be derived. Zhang et al.21 use a carefully-designed video feature set to model SUR curves against
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bitrate variations, and the required bitrates at given SUR values can be estimated. Ling et al.22 categorize UGC
according their rate-distortion (R-D) characteristics, hence contents sharing similar R-D characteristics can use
similar encoding recipes and full encodes across a range of QP values can be avoided.

3. PROPOSED VIDEO QUALITY MODEL

The existing researches mainly focus on mean opinion score (MOS) oriented VQA models that predict quality
scores for given videos with or without reference. The predicted quality scores can be utilized to monitor the
quality of compressed videos, however, it can not directly guide the quality-oriented compression. In this section,
we present our proposed video quality model. It extracts content-aware features using a pre-trained CNN, in
the meantime, various handcrafted quality-aware features of existing leading NR VQA models are calculated.
Lastly, SVRs are adopted to predict the quality of compressed videos of different QP values for each source.

3.1 Content-aware Features

Many subjective experiments have verified that human judgments of video visual quality are content relevant.
Besides, as the compression level increases, and the visibility of artifacts varies with the video content. Content-
aware features can help addressing such content-dependency on the predicted video quality. High-level semantic
information from the pre-trained image classification networks shows superior performance by transferring clas-
sification relevant knowledge to other tasks. This motivates us to extract deep features from these models.
Specifically, the ResNet1823 pre-trained on ImageNet24 is adopted here and the output features are expected to
be content-aware.

To capture the global content information, we directly feed the full frame into the network instead of cropping
frame to smaller patches. The first and second moment statistics of the top convolution layer, that is, mean
and standard deviation values of each channel, are calculated. For video V n, the extracted features can be
formulated by:

Mn = DNN(In), (1)

where In is the selected frame of V n, and Mn is feature maps of In. Mn contains C channels, for ResNet18
C = 512. The mean and standard deviation values are calculated for each channel:

f2c−1
content = mean(M c

n), (2)

f2c
content = std(M c

n). (3)

In which M c
n denotes c-th feature map of Mn and c = 1, 2, ..., C, fcontent denotes the content-aware features

computed in this part.

3.2 Quality-aware Features

UGC videos contain intermixed distortions such as in-capture impairments, processing artifacts and compression
artifacts. These distortions cause obvious degradations in perceptual quality of the video content. Besides, these
artifacts may still the dominant factors affecting video quality after compression. One extreme example is that a
high bitrate is set for compressing a video with a lot of noises, these noises will be reproduced and compression
distortion is not noticeable.

Many quality-aware features have been carefully designed in existing top-performing NR VQA models, from
a variety of perspectives. Based on these models, comprehensive evaluation of leading NR VQA features is
conducted for UGC VQA, and a feature selection strategy is further employed to extract a feature subset
with higher importance from these features, leading to VIDEVAL model.25 Here we further exploit these fea-
tures for the prediction of compression quality curves. Selected quality-aware features fquality are summarized
as Table. 1. Specifically, fquality is a 60-dimensional vector contains features from BRISQUE, GM-LOG, HI-
GRADE,26 FRIQUEE and TLVQM, hence spatial domain statistics, gradient magnitude statistics, gradient
domain statistics, as well as luminance, chroma, LMS color space, sharpness and noise relevant features are
taken into consideration.
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Table 1: Summary of extracted quality-aware features. These features are from various existing NR VQA models
and are statistical information from different perspectives.

Feature Index Model Feature Description

f1
quality ∼ f4

quality BRISQUE statistics of spatial domain

f5
quality ∼ f13

quality GM-LOG statistics of gradient magnitude and Laplacian features

f14
quality ∼ f22

quality HIGRADE statistics of gradient domain

f23
quality ∼ f46

quality FRIQUEE statistics of luminance, chroma and LMS

f47
quality ∼ f60

quality TLVQM statistics of motion, color, sharpness, noise ...

3.3 Quality Curve Prediction

Based on the computed content and quality features, we adopt a machine-learning tool SVR to predict the
quality values for compressed videos of each source UGC video. Due to the high dimensionality of deep feature,
a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique t-SNE is adopted to embed high dimension data into lower
dimensional. The content features after dimensionality reduction and quality features are concatenated, leading
to 63-dimension features. For each QP value, a SVR is trained to regress these features to the quality of
compressed video. The hyperparameters of SVR are optimized using 5-fold cross validation to avoid over-fitting,
and SVR paremeters yield the best root mean squared error (RMSE) performance during cross-validation are
chosen to train the model on the full training set, the prediction performance on the test set is evaluated.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Evaluation Protocol

We evaluate the performance of the proposed quality prediction model on a large-scale compressed UGC video
dataset,27 it contains 800 source UGC videos in training set and 100 source videos in test set. Furthermore, each
UGC video is compressed with H.264/AVC into seven bitstreams (QP 17, 22, 27, 32, 37, 42 and 47) to cover
different compression levels and their MOS are collected. Hence, there are 6400 videos (800 source UGC videos
and 5600 compressed UGC videos) in training set and 800 (100 source UGC videos and 700 compressed UGC
videos) videos in test set. MOS scores of all these videos are collected.

We adopt two objective metrics to evaluate the prediction accuracy of our model: the mean absolute error
(MAE) between predicted quality scores and MOS, as well as standard deviation (STD) of prediction errors.
They can be calculated using the following equations:

MAE =
1

N · |Ω|

N∑
n=1

∑
m∈Ω

|ŝn,m − sn,m| (4)

STD =

√√√√ 1

N · |Ω|

N∑
n=1

∑
m∈Ω

(|ŝn,m − sn,m| −MAE)
2

(5)

where N is the number of source videos, and Ω is the QP value set. ŝn,m and sn,m denote the predicted and
ground truth quality score of n-th video content at QP value m. Lower MAE indicates better overall prediction
accuracy and lower STD indicates more stable prediction performance.

4.2 Quality Prediction Performance

The prediction performance at each QP value, as well as overall performance of all QP values are present in
Table 2, it can be seen that our models give accurate predictions for source UGC videos (QP=0) as well as
compressed versions at each QP value. Besides, we can find that the performances at low and high QP values
are better than that of medium QP values. This may due to the fact that the video quality changes rapidly in
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Table 2: The MAE and STD performance of quality prediction at each QP point, as well as all QP values.

QP=0 QP=17 QP=22 QP=27 QP=32 QP=37 QP=42 QP=47 All

MAE 2.6986 2.6156 2.5525 3.0584 4.3416 4.9470 4.4090 2.0900 3.3391

STD 1.8756 3.3000 2.0822 2.0701 3.2492 3.6496 3.0218 1.9393 2.9096

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Performance of quality prediction. (a) Scatter plot of predict quality scores verse ground truth MOS, 
for all compressed videos. (b) Average prediction and MOS curve against QP variations of all test videos. QP=0 
indicates the source UGC videos.

the middle interval, making predictions more difficult. The scatter plot of MOS scores and predicted scores for 
all compressed videos is present in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the predicted quality curve and the ground 
truth quality curve, in which each point indicates the mean score values of 100 test videos. These results show 
that our method can model the quality curve of compressed UGC videos well.

4.3 Quality Oriented Compression

We further evaluate the performance of proposed model on quality oriented compression. Given a target quality 
score, the optimal QP values with the closest predicted scores are chosen for each content according the predicted 
quality scores at different QP values. The final compression quality for each content using our proposed strategy, 
as well as fixed QP compression strategy is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the quality scores of 
the proposed method are with a smaller standard deviation value, which indicates that our strategy produces 
compressed videos with more stable quality. Besides, by compressing videos which have higher human tolerance 
thresholds with higher QP, bitrates can be saved. For example, for target quality 75, our method achieves an 
average bitrate saving of 7.67% comparing to use QP=32 to compress all videos.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a data-driven video quality model directly oriented to model the relationship between perceptual 
quality score and compression QP is proposed. The proposed model extracts content-aware and quality-aware 
features from UGC source video through pre-trained image classification network and existing NR VQA model, 
respectively. SVR is further adopted to mapping these features to quality scores of their compressed versions. 
According the predicted quality scores, the optimal QP values can be chosen for a given target quality, hence 
existing bitrate oriented compression can be shift to quality oriented compression. The experiment results 
shows that our model can give accurate quality prediction and achieve quality oriented compression. Further, 
compared to simply compressing all videos with the same QP, our quality-oriented compression method can 
achieve significant bit rate savings.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: The quality of compressed videos using proposed strategy and using same QP for all videos. (a)
Target quality 75. Proposed: average 75.57, standard deviation 6.26; QP32: average 75.24, standard deviation
6.75. (b) Target quality 85. Proposed 85.56, standard deviation 3.85; QP 27: average 85.13, standard deviation
4.10.
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